The Future of the Classroom:

NO more - fingers on your lips.

You got me right. The future of the Indian Classrooms is not going to be a market place with an exhibition of the gadget guru where digiboards and LCD monitors rule. Even laptops and iPods will be passé. The classroom will once again be crowned with its crowning glory. The real mentor in its new avatar. THE TEACHER!!!

The teacher will become the game changers of the modern futurist classroom. This species will obliterate the teacher of the past. The heavy burdened mother of sorrows who thought it was her birthright to be wished by students and felt the agony of being deprived of welding the stick, which was the paragon of discipline of her. She, then, invented the better stick, took her revenge on poor souls and deprived them of grades. The lumpen was adored for her viciousness and arrogance especially if she carried in some invisible sachet the power to ruin your practicals in board examination and snatch away your dream collage. Her smile was

The future of the classroom will be replaced by creative, active, smart and talented teachers. Teachers who will sing and dance. Understand the nuances of dramatics, debate with kids and eradicate the issues in their tissues. Who would partner with students to make the world a better place.

The PRTs, TGTs and PGTs will be obliterated. The arrogance of the Principals will be relics in large hollow schools for the under trials perhaps. Classrooms will be run by actual actors of the education system. Where smiles giggle and humor rules. Experiments and questions will arise from the depts of inquiry. It is into this future of the classroom shall beauty arise orchestrated by a mentor who cares.!!!!!
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